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Abstract
As work begins in designing interconnects at 112 Gbps, channel specification
metrics need to be revisited to ensure that the different parameters that lead to eye
opening degradation are quantified realistically. This paper identifies the pitfalls
of the insertion loss deviation which utilizes a fitted attenuation profile and is not
able to distinguish between the reflections and coupling to resonant structures.
This alternate approach utilizes the power scattering matrix theory in finding the
insertion loss noise due to reflections by solving simultaneous equations for the
zero reflection termination. This physics based approach is ideal for interconnect
characterization pertaining to reflections.
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Background
Today’s industry demands high performance and high density interconnects in targeting
high data rates (25 Gbps+). At such high data rates, each component of the channel plays
a vital role and can lead to noise in the channel, leading to eye opening degradation. This
in turn has created the need to characterize the impact of each channel component to
inter-symbol interference (ISI), reflections and crosstalk.
Minimizing the reflections is especially important in channel performance as the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) gets impacted with reflections and PAM4 signaling is more sensitive to
reflections than NRZ signaling. This work introduces the effective insertion loss noise
(RILN) metric to characterize the amount of reflections in a mated test fixture (MTF) for
IEEE 802.3cd specification evaluation as an alternative to the insertion loss deviation
(ILD) metric.
The channel operating margin (COM) and effective return loss (ERL) are used in IEEE
802.3 channel compliance testing. COM is a figure of merit for a channel derived from
measurement of its scattering parameters. COM is related to the ratio of a calculated
signal amplitude to a calculated noise amplitude. ERL is characterized as a figure of
merit for the electromagnetic wave reflection from a device or a channel input or output.
COM and ERL, help to address the compensable and un-compensable ISI by considering
Tx and Rx equalizations in the analysis for higher speed SerDes developments.
The component level reflections have wider implications than the channel ISI and hence
the need to optimize the impedance profile at a component level in ensuring least amount
of impedance discontinuities in a channel. Connector and component designers often use
ILD versus frequency or figure of merit of ILD (FOMILD) in evaluating for reflections.
In the first section, the usage of ILD is stated and its limitation is covered with
misbehavior at high frequency beyond 10GHz. In the second section, an overview of ILD
and FOMILD is stated. The third section introduced RILN and FOMRILN with power wave
scattering matrix theory, which was used in zeroing out the reflections of the network.
Also, the example of a reference package as defined by IEEE 802.3 specification is used
to verify the zeroing out of the reflections. In the fourth section, an OSFP and QSFP28
mated test fixture is evaluated for ILD and RILN along with the corresponding figure of
merit, which presents the confidence in utilizing the RILN methodology for interconnect
optimization. In the fourth section, FOMRILN is used to evaluate the end-to-end channel
performance, which presents the RILN methodology valid for components and end-toend channel evaluation in quantifying the amount of reflections.
This paper will present a methodology for dissecting loss and reflection from a measured
S-parameter insertion loss or partitioning the loss and reflections when optimizing
interconnects in meeting specification compliance.
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Problem statement
Insertion loss deviation (ILD) is used to evaluate the noise in the insertion loss due to
reflections. However, ILD becomes too high at high frequency and it becomes irrelevant
in evaluating high speed SerDes design such as 56Gbps and 112Gbps signaling. This
limits the usage of ILD metric in optimizing the channel component to minimize noise
due to reflections.
Fig. 1 shows an example of evaluation of a component for ILD. It can be seen that the
fitted insertion loss deviates in the low frequency and high frequency. This paper
identifies the pitfalls of ILD which utilizes a fitted attenuation profile and is not able to
distinguish between the reflections and coupling to resonant structures. This becomes
especially evident at high frequencies.

Figure 1. Insertion loss deviation predicting large noise due to reflections in the high frequency.

As an alternative to ILD, RILN is introduced by mathematically computing optimal
termination which is frequency dependent and inducing zero reflection at both ends of the
channel. With the concept of RILN and zero reflection it becomes possible to dissect loss
induced noise and reflection induced noise from measured or simulated S-parameter
insertion loss data.
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What is figure of merit of ILD?
IEEE 802.3 standard for Ethernet specifies ILD and FOMILD [1]. ILD is the deviation of
the insertion loss across frequency in quantifying the reflections of a channel. FOMILD is
a quality factor of a channel for reflections. FOMILD helps to understand how close a
component represents a transmission line characteristics for a given data rate. FOMILD
depends on the data rate.
ILD utilizes a fitted attenuation profile in calculating the deviation of the insertion loss. It
is decibel difference between the measured insertion loss ( ) and fitted attenuation
profile
( ) which is given by (1).
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The fitted insertion loss as a function of frequency is given by (2).
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A figure of merit for a channel that is based on ILD(f) involves the integration of ILD(f)
across frequency by using a window function and is given by (6). The unit of
is
decibel.
=
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Figure 2. Weighting function for 106.25 Gbps PAM4 signaling.

The window function ( ( )) is given by (7), which represents the power spectral
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Where,
fn is the nth frequency point.
fb is the signaling rate.
ft is the 3 dB transmit filter bandwidth, which is inversely proportional to the 20%
to 80% rise and fall time (Tt) given by the constant of proportionality using
0.2365= Ttft.
fr is the 3 dB reference receiver bandwidth.
Fig. 2 shows the weighting function for 106.25 Gbps PAM4 signaling where fb is 53.125
GHz, ft is 0.2365/ (4*fb) and fr is 0.75*fb. It is important to note that 90% of the energy is
lost at 36.46 GHz which is approximately 0.75*fb and that the weighting function reaches
zero at frequency of fb.
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What is figure of merit of RILN?
RILN is an alternate to ILD in presenting a methodology of dissecting the loss and
reflection from a measured S-parameter insertion loss from a physics perspective. It
involves zeroing out the reflections at both ports of the network.
RILN is the decibel difference between the measured insertion loss and reflectionless
insertion loss (RIL) which is the insertion loss corresponding to zero reflections by
terminating the network with frequency dependent complex value of impedance [XYZ].
( )=

( )

( )

(8)

The concept of power wave scattering matrix renormalization is used in finding the
frequency dependent complex values of impedance for termination in having the
renormalized return loss at both ends of the component equal to zero.
Similar to
, Figure of merit of RILN (
) is the integration of RILN over
(
)
frequency by using the weighting function
defined in (7). The unit of
is
decibel.
=
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I. Power wave scattering matrix renormalization
The renormalization of the power wave scattering matrix which involves change in the
port reference impedance and the corresponding scattering matrix changes from
to , which is given by the following [2-4].
=

(
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)
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Where,
and

are diagonal matrices with their nth diagonal term being
1

and

respectively.

is the Hermitian transpose of a matrix A.
The hat, ^, implies that the terms are complex numbers.
It is important to note that
is the power wave reflection coefficient of the new nth
port reference impedance
with the respect to the complex conjugate of the original
nth port reference impedance
which is given by the following [4].
=
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II. Zeroing out the reflections
Zero reflections would translate to the diagonal terms of the renormalized scattering
matrix ( ) equal to zero. In the case of a two port network, (10) becomes the following.
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This leads to the following two equations by equating the diagonal terms of the left hand
side and right hand side of (10).
1
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With a further reordering of (13) and (14), it can be shown that these two equation are similar as
that in [4]. The concept of power waves for maximum power transfer is used intensively for
amplifier design but not much has been utilized for signal integrity applications.
In solving the simultaneous equations (13) and (14) together, it leads to the following quadratic
equations.
(
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This will lead to two solutions for
and
and the right solution is chosen
< 1 and
< 1 given the real part of the
based on the requirement that
impedance is to be positive. By knowing the reflection coefficient the corresponding
impedance can be found by (9).
The application of the frequency-dependent complex values of impedance for the channel
termination through the presented power wave scattering matrix theory leads to zero
reflections at both the transmitter and receiver ports of the network & the corresponding
insertion loss of this network may be called as the reflectionless insertion loss (RIL) of
the network which is given by the below equation.
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III. Verification on zeroing out the reflections

Figure 3. Reference package overview.

In verifying the derived (13) and (14), the reference package model defined by the IEEE
802.3 Ethernet specification [5]. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the reference package
model, which consists of a controlled collapse chip connection (C4) bump, trace of 30
mm length and 87.5 Ohm differential impedance, plated through hole (PTH) Via of 1.8
mm length and 92.5 Ohm differential impedance & ball grid array (BGA) ball. The C4
and BGA ball capacitance corresponds to 110 fF and 80 fF respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the right frequency-dependent complex values of impedance for zero
reflections, the insertion loss with zero reflections and the return loss plot.
The frequency-dependent impedance characteristics for the launch from the BGA ball
appears to have an inductive peak in the 10 GHz to 20 GHz frequency range due to the
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launch seeing an inductive PTH via right after the capacitive BGA ball followed by trace.
While for the launch from the C4 bump side, the inductive PTH via is at the far end and
its inductive effect gets canceled out due by the trace. These frequency dependent
complex values for impedance at the ports of the network can provide valuable
information to designers when designing the termination of a channel.

Figure 4. Terminating for zero reflections: 1. Termination Impedance; 2. Insertion Loss; 3. Return
loss from C4 bump side; 4. Return loss from BGA ball side.

This verifies the derived (15) and (16) in finding the needed frequency-dependent
complex values of impedance in terminating the network corresponding to zero
reflections through the power wave scattering matrix theory. Further it does indeed
appear that one is able to dissect loss and reflections from a measured S-parameter
insertion loss or in turn be able to properly account for loss and reflections.
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IEEE802.3cd mated test fixture evaluation for ILN
The IEEE 802.3cd copper twin axial cable specification calls out for checking the
FOMILN of the mated test fixture in accounting for reflections [1]. The test fixtures for the
transmitter, the receiver, and the cable assembly measurement are specified in a mated
state to enable connections to measurement equipment as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Mated test fixture overview: MCB= Module Compliance Board and HCB= Host
Compliance Board.

An Octal Small Formfactor Pluggable (OSFP) and Quad Small Form-Factor Pluggable
28 (QSFP28) mated test fixture is evaluated for FOMILD and FOMRILN in presenting a
real world application. The S-parameter was takes from the IEEE P802.3ck 100 Gb/s,
200 Gb/s, and 400 Gb/s Electrical Interfaces Task Force Public Area [XYZ].
Fig. 6 shows the measured insertion loss along with the ILfitted(f) and RIL(f). It can be
seen that the fitting of insertion loss is fairly good till 10 GHz and after which there
appears significant deviation given the fitting is not able to keep up with the high
frequency response.
Fig. 7 shows the insertion loss noise profile in comparing ILD(f) and RILN(f). It can be
seen that ILD(f) predicts high noise in the high frequency region. Further ILD(f) has
positive and negative dB values while RILN(f) has only negative dB values given it
models the physics of the system by using a reflectionless insertion loss where the
insertion loss corresponds to zero reflections.
Table. 1 summarizes the figure of merit of the mated test fixture for 56 Gbps PAM4
operation. It can be seen that the FOMILD is higher than FOMRILN, which may be
explained as the fitted insertion loss appears to have perturbations in the low and high
frequency. The IEEE 802.3cd MTF specification calls out a figure of noise for insertion
loss noise to be less than 0.13 dB and given the high value of FOMILD there may be false
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failures due to badly fitted insertion loss. This gives confidence in helping interconnect
designers to migrate in using RIL(f) and FOMRILN.

Figure 6. Insertion loss profile of an OSFP and QSFP28 mated test fixture.

Figure 7. Insertion loss noise profile of an OSFP and QSFP28 mated test fixture.

56 Gbps PAM4
FOMILD
FOMRILN

OSFP MTF
0.064 dB
0.042 dB

QSFP28 MTF
0.090 dB
0.071 dB

Table 1. Figure of merit of the mated test fixture.
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PCB via evaluation with ILN and RILN
Return loss (RL) or time domain reflectometry (TDR) is used to verify the reflections
while optimizing a component or DUT such as PCB via, connector, etc. It is difficult to
tie either RL or TDR to a data rate and, thus, it is not recommended to be used as a
quality factor for reflections. FOMRILN and FOMILD can be applied for PCB via
performance evaluation at given date rate. In this example it is shown that FOMRILN can
be used for evaluating via performance evaluation while FOMILD does not work.

Figure 8. Three VIA optimization TDR profiles: A, B and C.

Fig. 8 shows TDR profiles of three PCB via structures. By looking at TDR plots it is
difficult to compare the via performance; (A) it shows best impedance matching, (B) it
shows inductive compensation right after capacitive dup, and (C) it shows capacitive dip
but least impedance variation. (C) can be mated with ~95ohm channel impedance for best
performance at first glance.
Fig. 9 shows insertion loss, return loss and pulse response of three via structures. As
shown in the figure, it is difficult to quantify the reflections at given data rate either on
frequency domain with insertion loss and return loss or on time domain with pulse
response.
FOMRILN can be used to evaluate PCB via for reflections. The benefit of using FOMRILN
is that it provides a quality factor in quantifying the amount of reflection at given data
rate. Fig. 10 shows the evaluation of the three via structures for reflections in operating at
25, 56 and 106.25 Gbps PAM4 signaling through FOMRILN and FOMILD. It is observed
that FOMRILN values seem more reasonable as it increases with data rate while FOMILD
does not appear to trend well. Through FOMRILN it can be seen that via structure A
appears to have relatively lower reflections and may be implemented in designing a
system to be operated at 25, 56 and 106.25 Gbps PAM4 signaling.
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Figure 9. VIA optimizations insertion loss, return loss and pulse response profile.
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Figure 10. Evaluation of the three via structures for reflections using FOMRILN and FOMILD.
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End-to-end channel evaluation with ILD and RILN
Next, COM, FOMILD and FOMRILN are evaluated with a cabled backplane channel, which
operates at 106.25Gbps PAM4 signaling and the study is performed by varying package
trace length, package impedance and on-die resistive termination. Fig. 11 shows the
cabled backplane channel model which was taken from the IEEE P802.3ck 100 Gb/s, 200
Gb/s, and 400 Gb/s Electrical Interfaces Task Force Public Area [5].

Figure 11. End-to-end cabled backplane channel.

Table. 2 shows the eighteen cases which are generated by varying package length,
package impedance, PTH impedance and on-die resistive termination. given an overview
of the eighteen cases generated by varying the package definition and on-die resistive
termination in capturing the value for end-to-end COM, FOMILD and FOMRILN. Fig. 12
shows end-to-end COM, FOMRILN and FOMILD of the eighteen cases.
Case

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Package Trace
Length/ Zo

PTH
Length/ Zo

12mm/90Ω

1.8mm/ 95 Ω

12mm/ 100Ω

1.8mm/ 105 Ω

12mm/ 110 Ω

1.8mm/ 115 Ω

30mm/ 90Ω

1.8mm/ 95 Ω

30mm/ 100Ω

1.8mm/ 105 Ω

30mm/ 110Ω

1.8mm/ 115 Ω

On-die
resistive
termination
45Ω
50Ω
55Ω
45Ω
50Ω
55Ω
45Ω
50Ω
55Ω
45Ω
50Ω
55Ω
45Ω
50Ω
55Ω
45Ω
50Ω
55Ω

Table 2. Eighteen cases generated by varying package length, package impedance, PTH impedance and ondie resistive termination.
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Figure 12. 106.25 Gbps PAM4 signaling sensitivity study of end-to-end COM, FOMRILN and FOMILD
to reflections: a) COM; b) FOMRILN and c) FOMILD.
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It is observed that FOMRILN trends well with COM and loss in presenting a quality metric
for reflections with an example of end-to-end channel. On the other hand FOMILD is not
able to keep track of reflections as it does not trend with COM and loss in this example.
As part of this work, the incorporation of reference receiver equalization has not been
introduced in the calculation of FOMRILN. Further work will be followed to comprehend
the implication of reference receiver equalization into the RILN methodology.
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Conclusion
This paper presented the methodology to find termination impedances with zero return
loss at both ends. It involves usage of a derived quadratic equation in finding the
frequency dependent complex values of termination impedance. The methodology
introduced the concept of reflectionless insertion loss (RIL) which corresponds to the
measured insertion loss with zeroing out the reflections at both ends.
The concept of RIL was used to calculate the reflective insertion loss noise (RILN) which
represents the insertion loss noise only due to the reflection and not the material (heat)
loss of the component. Unlike the conventional fitting of insertion loss used in defining
the insertion loss deviation (ILD), RILN is derived based on a physics context by zeroing
out the reflections. This work may be considered as an evolution of ILD.
This paper also introduced a quality factor called the figure of merit of reflective
Insertion Loss Noise (FOMRILN) to quantify reflections as a function of data rate. The
method is applied in evaluating reflections of IEEE802.3cd mated test fixtures and
optimizing VIA structures for 25, 56 and 106.25 Gbps PAM4 signaling. The results
helped to show the advantage of using FOMRILN by comparing it against the conventional
FOMILD. Many cases show that FOMILD is not responsive to data rate and the fitting the
insertion loss shows perturbations in the low and high frequency region.
Finally, COM and FOMRILN are compared with the cabled backplane channel which
operates at 106.25Gbps PAM4 signaling. The results shows that FOMRILN and COM are
correlated well while FOMILD deviates from COM margin. The results present FOMRILN
as a metric that trends well with COM margin with the example of end-to-end channel.
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